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	Title: What Color Are Birds Attracted To?
	School: Wiggins Middle School, Wiggins
	Sponsor: Peggie Neal
	Abstract: The purpose of this investigation was to test what colors birds are attracted to. I hypothesized that if birds are attracted to bright colors that the red bird feeder will get the most attraction from birds. The red bird house is bright so it will attract more birds is what I hypothesized.

The experiment involved setting up three different colored bird houses in the open. Each bird house was a different color, one was red, yellow, and black. I then left the bird houses out for a week to see which one had the least amount of seed. I knew which one had the least amount of seed because I put exactly 2 cups in each one. At the end of the week I measured how much bird seed was left in each bird feeder. That told me which color attracts birds. I did this experiment twice for accurate results.

The data collected did not support my original hypothesis. The red bird feeder had ½ a cup in it the first trial and 1 cup the second trial. The black feeder had 1 ¼ cup the first trial and 1 cup the second trial. Finally, the yellow bird feeder had ¼ of a cup the first trial and ⅔ cup the second trial.

These findings led me to believe that if birds were out in the wild, the color yellow would attract them towards that object. If you were looking to attract birds you could use a yellow object.
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